
 
 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

  In this chapter the writer gives conclusion and suggestion. The 

conclusion includes findings of study, while suggestion includes researcher’s 

recommendation after conducting the study. Those are explained as the 

following: 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the analysis of  novel I am Malala (2013), the researcher 

describesconclusions that can be an image of this research paper. The 

conclusion have two parts, those are conclusion on personality and 

conclusion on effort. 

1. Conclusion on personality 

According to discussion, the researcher can conclude that Malala, as 

the main character has five personality. It is related with the effort. The 

personalities are brave, creative, empathy, strong, and idealistic. 

The researcher analyzes Malala’s personality by Sigmund Frued’s 

theory. we have to limit ourselves to matter that pertain to Frued theory of 

personality. The personality is made up three major systems, the id, the ego 

and the superego.  

Malala brave in some events, such as speak out and against the 

Taliban, it means that her brave is ego. Malala creative in some events, such 

as thought the ways to fight for education. It means that her creative is id. 
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The empathy of Malala is when she helps some people, such as she helps her 

father to solve his problem. It means her empathy is superego. Malala being 

strong in the novel, she stay alive after got shot from Taliban. It means that 

her strong is ego. The last is idealistic. She always defends on her opinion. It 

means that her idealistic is id.    

2. Conclusion on effort 

Malala's efforts related with theory of Paul G. Stoltz. Based on novel 

I Am Malala, Malala is considered as woman who has Adversity Intelligence 

(AI). Based on the novel I Am Malala, her efforts are; interviews in some 

channels and radio, write the opinion about fight for education and rights of 

girls in her country. The consequence, Malala shot by Taliban, but she got 

second live. 

Based on the efforts, there are results that Malala got. She got support 

from all over the world, got letter from Taliban, and she got some awards. 

Although she got that, there are people don’t respect for what Malala did. 

One of them said that she just a teen lust for fame. But Malala don’t mind 

that, she focused on fight for peace and education in her country. Malala 

continued her school in Birmingham. Then, she studied in University of 

Oxford. 

B. Suggestion 

The questions and data was get after reading the novel repeatedly and 

understand the personalities and efforts of Malala in novel I Am Malala, it is 
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a process that must be pass. The researcher has suggestions about this 

research, it can be formulate: 

First, for  the  next  researchers, especially who intend to do the 

research on the personality and effort,  they  should  learn  more  and  search  

another  theory  about  the personality and effort in order to do the research 

easily. 

Second, learning the contributions of main character on literature can 

help the reader to give motivation to overcome their problem. How hard or 

how difficult problem that they have, they will never be hopeless or give up. 

Such as Malala's effort to fight for education in her country must be 

appreciated. She also has great spirits in learning. 

  


